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1939. That’s the year Baltimore resident
John Donohue, Sr., launched The Donohue
Agencies to sell property, casualty and life
insurance to families and businesses. FDR
was in the White House, World War II was
brewing and more than one million people
descended on Atlanta to see Clark Gable and
Vivien Leigh star in “Gone with the Wind.”
The public figures and events of 1939
shaped our country’s identity. The same
can be said of John Donohue, Sr. A public
figure, no, but he left a legacy that lives on
through his son and grandson: get to know
your clients, help them determine their
goals and vulnerabilities, then provide the
expert advice, service and products – be it
weathering life’s storms, securing a sound
retirement or growing and protecting a
family business.
The Donohue Agencies operated until
1993. Times had changed, significantly.
John Donohue, Jr., and long-time friend
and colleague Greg Hart decided to reestablish the company as Donohue-Hart &
Associates, LTD to solidify the company’s
commitment to the emerging financial
planning field.
“The industry had changed over time.
There wasn’t a financial services industry
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in the 1930s as it exists now,” says John
Donohue, Jr. He entered the family business
in 1964, assuming leadership of his father’s
business in 1970. “That said, our job is
essentially the same as when my father
started. People all have unique situations
and different financial needs and goals. We
come along-side them, help them articulate
their goals and help them achieve them.”
No sooner had the new financial
planning firm begun when long-time Bel
Air resident Lou Hamel became a partner in
the firm bringing with him future partner
and Bel Air resident Mike Thomson to build
the company’s very successful Employee
Benefits and Group Health department.
Two years later, 1995 saw Donohue-Hart
commit to Bel Air as the company’s base of
operations.
It’s time for change again.
“Recognizing there is no legacy without a
future,” says Greg Hart, company president,
“we realized that Mike Thomson and John
Donohue, III represent the future of the
company and we felt it important to reflect
that in our masthead. Today we are pleased
to announce our new name: DonohueHart-Thomson Financial Group or DHTFG.
What better time than to do so then on the

20th anniversary of this enduring partnership and at the beginning of our 75th year
as a continuous family-operated enterprise?”
The Donohue-Hart-Thomson Financial
Group is uniquely situated to provide expert
counsel in today’s complex world, and to
offer solutions by combining professional
services and products in Financial, Estate
and Business Planning, Investment and
Wealth Management Services, Risk Management and Corporate Benefits Planning and
now the developing arena involving Life
Management Services.
Their territory is much larger than the
founding Donohue could have imagined
from his storefront in Baltimore. DHTFG
services residents of California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Massachusetts, Maryland, North Carolina, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia and
Wyoming.
Despite the scope DHTFG is capable of
in the 21st century, “it’s still all about relationships,” says Hart. Pointing to the company’s Four Bedrock Principles, Hart says,
“Our mission is to care for, relate to and give
hope to those we serve. Our conviction is to
understand and value each client’s interest and needs. Our purpose is to lead with
knowledge, skill, integrity and compassion.
Our commitment is to build and strengthen
each relationship, employee and client alike.”
Thomson concurs, adding, “The
importance of an inter-disciplinary
approach cannot be understated. It is very
much an outgrowth of the whole relationalcontinuity concept whereby the increasingly
complex rules surrounding financial, tax
and risk management demand greater and
greater levels of knowledge and skill.” I95
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It’s Your
‘Reputation’
Stupid

The Real ‘R’ in CRM
By Mike Muhney

As the co-inventor of ACT! contact
management software, the product credited
as the catalyst for the Customer Relationship
Management industry, I’m surprisingly not
a champion of the concept of “managing
relationships” at all. I don’t think entering
data, scheduling activities or even
communicating with someone amounts to
“management” in any meaningful way.
Even if the concept of managing
customer relationships was the premise for
the industry, the actual result is little more
than a tool for management to oversee an
employee’s activity, communication and
progress with their customers and prospects.
CRM systems that are often positioned as an
employee’s tool for building or maintaining
meaningful relationships are little more than
a method of “keeping tabs” on salespeople.
Networking Alone Isn’t the Answer
It’s never just what you know, but whom you
know that matters. But anyone can purchase
a list of names. No matter what industry
you’re in, the quality of your connections
trumps the sheer quantity of names in your
database. Attending events, shaking hands,
collecting business cards – nothing wrong
with that, per se, but the person with the
most business cards doesn’t necessarily win.
The same can be said of social networking:
sending dozens of connection requests
doesn’t equate to building relationships.
Reporting Activity Isn’t the Answer
Submitting a report that you called, met
or emailed a contact shows activity, yes,
but it doesn’t necessarily demonstrate the
true value of that connection. Numbers on
a spreadsheet or notes on a communication log can’t represent the intrinsic aspects
of our human relationships. Building and
maintaining relationships requires time, intensity, trust and reciprocity, none of which
are accurately reflected by a status report.

CRM Isn’t the Answer
According to a study by Gartner, the leading
information technology research firm, only
50 percent of Fortune-1000 companies using
CRM systems reap a significant return on
their investment. Hence, it’s time for a new
perspective! I wholeheartedly believe that
meaningful relationships lead to success in
business – in our personal lives, too. Without
meaningful relationships, our chance of
success wanes, perhaps to the point of
nonexistence.
Manage Your Reputation Instead
If you can’t manage others to achieve
success, how do you get there? Success
comes from managing your own actions
and positively influencing their perception
of you. In other words, managing your
reputation! This new perspective requires
a very slight shift, from Customer
Relationship Management to Customer
Reputation Management. You can manage
the ways in which you build and maintain
the perception of your reputation with
customers and prospects. When you
demonstrate professionalism, concern and

The quality of your
reputation, whether
good or bad, will be
reflected by your
overall success.
commitment to helping others succeed,
trust is the result. Trust that the other person
is important enough to you to record the
details you learn about them. Trust that you
will do what you say that you will do. Trust
that may even earn you that all-coveted
referral.

The Deciding Factor
You may not be able to manage another
person simply by entering information in an
application. However, if you use those tools
to remember the details others forget, you’ll
stand apart from your competitors who may
or may not offer a better product or service.
With each interaction, you can prove that
all things being equal, your reputation is the
deciding factor.
Reputation Management 101
Maintaining your reputation requires
discernment, diligence and discipline in
each of the relationships you’ve built. Strong
relationships don’t happen by accident.
As your relationships grow stronger, so
will your reputation. The foundation of
authenticity and trust, once established
must be furthered. Every entrepreneur is a
business, a personal brand. There’s an adage
that business is like an automobile. It won’t
run by itself except downhill.
The quality of your reputation, whether
good or bad, will be reflected by your overall
success. Looking at it from that perspective
intensifies the reasons to use relationship
management and organizational tools.
After all, who doesn’t want to put their best
foot forward? Especially when it impacts
your bottom line! Customer Relationship
Management systems can only help
you to manage contacts, calendars and
communications, but when you do so with
diligence and professionalism, the natural
result is a good reputation.
CRM pioneer Mike Muhney, the
co-creator of ACT! software, is CEO of mobile
relationship management purveyor vipOrbit –
the first relationship-centric contact manager
solution enabling mobile business professionals
to manage their contacts, calendar and
client/customer interactions across Mac,
iPhone and iPad platforms. He may be
reached at www.VIPOrbit.com. I95
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